
Please find below the list of eureopean non gouvernmental organizations who support
La Quadrature du Net submission on Net Neutrality :

ANSOL - Portugal
A portuguese Free Software association 
April - France
April is the main French advocacy association devoted to promote and protect Free/Libre 
Software 
EXGAE - Spain
EXGAE is the first advice service specialised in liberating all individuals and 
author/artists from the abuses of the cultural industry trade groups. EXGAE fights, 
alongside the great majority of society, for the right to use alternative forms of circulation 
of culture. EXGAE is not an assistencial project. EXGAE invent and practice. 
Framasoft - France
Endorsed by a network of cooperative accommodating websites, our goal is the 
dissemination and the promotion of the Free culture in general and the Free softwares in 
particular. Framasoft is meant to be an open door for the larger audience toward an 
assisted discovery of the "Free software world" : Free software and it's mind frame, the 
Free culture permitted by digital freedoms. 
Freiheit statt Angst e.V. - Germany
We are fighting against surveillance laws in Germany and Europe, especially - data 
retention and video surveillance - the job card (ELENA) and the health card - biometric 
data in passports - the blocking of web pages and for net neutrality 

Hacktivistas - Spain
Hacktivist collective. 

Interlink IGV - Netherlands
We are a student association part of the IT faculty on the Fontys University of Applied 
Sciences in Eindhoven. We started out as a union promoting internet usage and 
providing internet connectivity on campus in 1993. Until 2001 students only had internet 
access through us, until 2005 students only had wireless internet through us. Currently 
our main activities are that of promoting the use and development of Open Source 
software with emphasis on the IT studies involving programming. Along with that we 
provide an environment where students can gain practical experience with programming 
and maintenance of Unix-based (*BSD, Linux, Solaris) systems. Practical experience 
meaning that real-world projects are provided for, which motivates students more than 
the usual throw-away programming tasks. 

La Quadrature du Net - France
La Quadrature du Net is a citizen group informing about legislative projects menacing 
civil liberties as well as economic and social development in the digital age. 

NURPA - Belgique
Net Users’ Rights Protecion Association (trad. Association de Protection des Droits des 
Internautes). La NURPA défend les droits et libertés des citoyens sur Internet. 
PANGEA - Spain
Pangea is a non-profit organisation founded on 1993 to promote the strategic use of 
comm networks and ICT tools for development and social justice 

Red SOStenible - Spain
Platform of groups and persons against the approval of the Spanish Law of Sustainable 
Economy that attacks the "linking" in Internet.
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